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A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERAn Indie Bestseller!An Indie Next Pick!The blockbuster co-
writing debut of Amanda Foody and Christine Lynn Herman, All of Us Villains begins a dark tale
of ambition and magick...You Fell in Love with the Victors of the Hunger Games.Now Prepare to
Meet the Villains of the Blood Veil.The Blood Moon rises. The Blood Veil falls. The Tournament
begins.Every generation, at the coming of the Blood Moon, seven families in the remote city of
Ilvernath each name a champion to compete in a tournament to the death.The prize? Exclusive
control over a secret wellspring of high magick, the most powerful resource in the world—one
thought long depleted.But this year a scandalous tell-all book has exposed the tournament and
thrust the seven new champions into the worldwide spotlight. The book also granted them
valuable information previous champions never had—insight into the other families’ strategies,
secrets, and weaknesses. And most important, it gave them a choice: accept their fate or rewrite
their legacy.Either way, this is a story that must be penned in blood.The All of Us Villains
Duology:#1) All of Us Villains#2) All of Our DemiseAt the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERAn Indie Bestseller!An Indie Next Pick!One of Indigo's Best
Teen Books of 2021“Magical, clever and cutthroat, All of Us Villains sets out to make it
impossible to know who to root for.... A fun, twisty ride through a world full of spells and family
secrets.” ―Kendare Blake, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Three Dark Crowns
series“Nuanced, exceptionally well-drawn characters and a carefully considered mythology.”
―Publishers Weekly, Starred Review“So bespelling that the cliffhanger ending will feel like a
painful curse.” ―Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review“Positively wicked in all the right ways. This
series is my new obsession, and I cannot wait to devour the next one. With its innovative magic
system, a twisted cast of characters you somehow can’t help but love, and a plot that will leave
you on the edge of your seat, All of Us Villains is addicting from start to finish. I’m obsessed.”
―Adalyn Grace, New York Times bestselling author of All the Stars and Teeth“Foody and
Herman’s collaboration offers a fun yet brutal tale of sacrifice, betrayal, and ever-shifting
loyalties. From twists that’ll make you gasp to believably flawed characters you can’t help but
cheer for and curse in the same breath, this one will keep readers on the edge of their seats.”
―Tara Sim, author of Scavenge the Stars“Foody and Herman team up in this duology starter to
deliver a fast-paced, morally gray story of ambition and survival. A strong choice for all YA
collections.” ―School Library Journal“A blood-soaked modern fairytale brimming with magic,
spectacle, and unforgettable characters.” ―Katy Rose Pool, author of There Will Come A
Darkness“Foody and Herman enchant with vicious battles, a fun magic system and intricate,
tenacious characters with deadly charm.” ―Shelf Awareness“Dark, luscious, and brutally smart,



All of Us Villains is a fresh but unforgiving look at the legacy of abusive families and community-
sanctioned violence. Foody and Herman have created a thrilling story that is impossible to put
down; I stayed up all night to finish this book.” ―Victoria Lee, author of A Lesson in Vengeance
and The Fever King“Both glittering with magic and drenched in blood, All of Us Villains kept me
up at night with its heart-pounding pace and layered mysteries. I'll be waiting for Book Two with
bated breath and bitten nails.” ―Sara Holland, New York Times bestselling author of Everless--
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorAMANDA FOODY has
always considered imagination to be our best attempt at magic. She is a New York Times and
indie bestselling author of YA and children’s fantasy novels, including the All of Us Villains
duology, the Wilderlore series, The Shadow Game series, and more. You can find her on
Instagram at @amandafoody or at amandafoody.com.CHRISTINE LYNN HERMAN is the New
York Times and indie bestselling author of novels about magic, monsters, and growing up,
including the All of Us Villains duology, The Devouring Gray duology, and The Drowning
Summer. Writing updates (and cat pictures) can be found on Instagram at @christineexists or at
christinelynnherman.com. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Begin ReadingTable of ContentsAbout the AuthorsCopyright PageThank you for buying thisTom
Doherty Associates ebook.To receive special offers, bonus content,and info on new releases
and other great reads,sign up for our newsletters.Or visit us online atFor email updates on
Amanda Foody, click .For email updates on Christine Lynn Herman, click .The author and
publisher have provided this e-book to you without Digital Rights Management software (DRM)
applied so that you can enjoy reading it on your personal devices. This e-book is for your
personal use only. You may not print or post this e-book, or make this e-book publicly available in
any way. You may not copy, reproduce, or upload this e-book, other than to read it on one of your
personal devices.Copyright infringement is against the law. If you believe the copy of this e-book
you are reading infringes on the author’s copyright, please notify the publisher at: .For Trevor and
Ben,HAGSALISTAIR LOWEThe Lowes shaped cruelty into a crown, and oh, they wear it well.A
Tradition of Tragedy: The True Story of the Town that Sends its Children to DieThe Lowe family
had always been the undisputed villains of their town’s ancient, bloodstained story, and no one
understood that better than the Lowe brothers.The family lived on an isolated estate of centuries-
worn stone, swathed in moss and shadowed in weeping trees. On mischief nights, children from
Ilvernath sometimes crept up to its towering wrought iron fence, daring their friends to touch the
famous padlock chained around the gate—the one engraved with a scythe.Grins like goblins,
the children murmured, because the children in Ilvernath loved fairy tales—especially real ones.
Pale as plague and silent as spirits. They’ll tear your throat and drink your soul.All these tales
were deserved.These days, the Lowe brothers knew better than to tempt the town’s wrath, but
that didn’t stop them from sneaking over the fence in the throes of night, relishing the taste of
some reckless thrill.“Do you hear that?” The older one, Hendry Lowe, stood up, brushed the
forest floor off his gray T-shirt, and cracked each of his knuckles, one by one. “That’s the sound
of rules breaking.”Hendry Lowe was too pretty to worry about rules. His nose was freckled from
afternoons napping in sunshine. His dark curls kissed his ears and cheekbones, overgrown from
months between haircuts. His clothes smelled sweet from morning pastries often stuffed in his
pockets.Hendry Lowe was also too charming to play a villain.The younger brother, Alistair,
leaped from the fence and crashed gracelessly to the ground. He didn’t like forgoing the use of
magick, because without it he was never very good at anything—even an action as simple as
landing. But tonight he had no magick to waste.“Do you hear that?” Alistair echoed, smirking as
he rose to his feet. “That’s the sound of bones breaking.”Although the two brothers looked alike,
Alistair wore the Lowe features far differently than Hendry. Pale skin from a lifetime spent
indoors, eyes the color of cigarette ashes, a widow’s peak as sharp as a blade. He wore a wool
sweater in September because he was perpetually cold. He carried the Sunday crossword in his
pocket because he was perpetually bored. He was one year younger than Hendry, a good deal
more powerful, and a great deal more wicked.Alistair Lowe played a perfect villain. Not because
he was instinctively cruel or openly proud, but because, sometimes, he liked to. Many of the



stories whispered by the children of Ilvernath came from him.“This is a shitty idea,” Alistair told
his brother. “You know that, right?”“You say that every time.”Alistair shivered and shoved his
hands in his pockets. “This time it’s different.”Two weeks ago, the moon in Ilvernath had turned
crimson, piercing and bright like a fresh wound in the sky. It was called the Blood Moon, the sign
that, after twenty years of peace, the tournament was approaching once more. Only a fortnight
remained until the fall of the Blood Veil, and neither brother wanted to spend it in the hushed,
sinister halls of their home.The walk downtown was long—it was a waste of magick to drain a
Here to There spellring this close to the tournament, and they couldn’t drive. Both were lost in
their thoughts. Hendry looked like he was fantasizing about meeting a cute girl, judging from how
he kept fiddling with his curls and smoothing the wrinkles in his sleeves.Alistair was thinking
about death. More specifically, about causing it.The gloomy stone architecture of Ilvernath had
stood for over sixteen hundred years, but in the last few decades, it had been renovated with
sleek glass storefronts and trendy outdoor restaurants. Despite its disorienting maze of cobbled,
one-way streets, questionable amenities, and minimal parking, the small city was considered an
up-and-coming spot for the art and magick scene.Not that the seven cursed families of Ilvernath
paid much attention to the modern world, even if the world had recently begun paying attention
to them.The Magpie was the boys’ favorite pub, although no one would guess that from how
infrequently they visited. Determined to keep their identities concealed and their photographs
out of the papers, Alistair insisted they vary the location for their nighttime excursions. They
couldn’t afford to become familiar faces—they’d been homeschooled for that very reason. The
way their grandmother talked, one whisper of their names and the city would be raising their
pitchforks.Alistair looked grimly upon the Magpie, its sign a dark shadow in the red moonlight,
and wondered if the trouble was worth it.“You don’t have to come inside,” Hendry told
him.“Someone needs to watch out for you.”Hendry reached underneath his T-shirt and pulled
out a piece of quartz dangling on a chain. The inside pulsed with scarlet light—the color of a
spellstone fully charged with high magick.Alistair grabbed Hendry by the wrist and shoved the
stone back beneath his shirt before someone noticed. “You’re asking for trouble.”Hendry only
winked at him. “I’m asking for a drink.”Magick was a valuable resource throughout the world—
something to be found, collected, and then crafted into specific spells or curses. Once upon a
time, there had been two types of magick: frighteningly powerful high magick and plentiful,
weaker common magick. Throughout history, empires had greedily fought for control of the high
magick supply, and by the time humanity invented the telescope and learned to bottle beer, they
had depleted it entirely.Or so they’d believed.Hundreds of years ago, seven families had clashed
over who would control Ilvernath’s high magick. And so a terrible compromise was reached—a
curse the families cast upon themselves. A curse that had remained a secret … until one year
ago.Every generation, each of the seven families was required to put forth a champion to
compete in a tournament to the death. The victor would award their family exclusive claim over
Ilvernath’s high magick, a claim that expired upon the beginning of the next cycle, when the
tournament began anew.Historically, the Lowes dominated. For every three tournaments, they



won two. The last cycle, twenty years ago, Alistair’s aunt had murdered all the other competitors
within four days.Before they’d learned about the tournament, the rest of Ilvernath could only
point to the Lowes’ wealth and cruelty as the reasons an otherwise mysterious, reclusive family
commanded such respect from lawmakers and spellmakers. Now they knew exactly how
dangerous that family truly was.So with the foreboding Blood Moon gleaming overhead, tonight
was a risky time for the only two Lowes of tournament age to crave live music and a pint of
ale.“It’s one drink,” Hendry said, giving Alistair a weak smile.Although the Lowe family hadn’t
formally chosen their champion yet, the boys had always known it would be Alistair. Tonight
meant far more to either of them than a simple drink.“Fine.” Alistair threw open the door.The pub
was a cramped, slovenly place. The air was thick from tobacco smoke; rock music blared from a
jukebox in the corner. Red-and-white checkered cloths draped over every booth. For the
sociable, there were billiards. For those keeping a lower profile, there was a pinball machine, its
buttons sticky from whisky fingers.The Magpie was flooded with cursechasers. They traveled the
world to gawk at magickal anomalies like Ilvernath’s, such as the curse in Oxacota that left a
whole town asleep for nearly a century, or the curse on the ruins in Môlier-sur-Olenne that
doomed trespassers with a violent death in exactly nine days’ time. Now, the tourists clustered in
groups, whispering over well-worn copies of A Tradition of Tragedy. The recent bestseller had
exposed the death tournament and Ilvernath’s surviving vein of high magick … and had
catapulted their remote city into the international spotlight.“I didn’t believe that the Blood Moon
was actually scarlet,” Alistair overheard one of them whispering. “I thought it was just a
name.”“The tournament is a high magick curse. High magick is always red,” another
answered.“Or maybe,” drawled a third voice, “it’s called the Blood Moon because a bunch of kids
spend three months murdering each other under it. Ever think of that?”Alistair and Hendry
avoided the tourists as they shuffled through the pub. “Do you think Grandma will start getting
fan mail?” asked Hendry, snickering. “I heard there’s a photograph of our whole family in the first
chapter. I hope I look good.”“Sorry to break it to you, but that picture is from ten years ago,”
Alistair said flatly.Hendry looked momentarily disappointed, then delighted. “So the entire world
knows you had a bowl cut?”Alistair rolled his eyes and headed toward the bar. Even though he
was a year younger than Hendry, his hollow stare always made him look older—old enough to
avoid being carded.After he ordered, Alistair found himself waiting beside a pair of girls bickering
with each other.“Did you honestly come here alone?” the first girl asked. She smelled strongly of
cheap beer, and like all the patrons here, she wore crystal spellrings on each finger that glowed
white with common magick. Alistair guessed they were filled with simple spells: Hangover Cure,
Zit Zapper, Matchstick … whatever suited a Friday night pub crawl.“Of course not,” the second
girl said, smoothing down her violently red curls. “My friends are over there.” She gestured
vaguely at the entire bar.“I thought so,” sneered the tipsy girl. “You’re famous now, you know.
There’s a picture of you on the cover of one of my mum’s magazines. You’re wearing
sweatpants.”“It’s been known to happen on occasion,” the redheaded girl grumbled.“I heard the
Darrows have chosen now, too. That makes three champions so far—Carbry Darrow, Elionor



Payne, and you.” The first girl smiled viciously, in the kind of way that made Alistair guess the
girls had once been friends. “But no one wants the Macaslans to win.”Alistair realized it now—he
recognized the redheaded girl. She was the Macaslan who’d been announced as champion
months and months before the Blood Moon had appeared, and the paparazzi had branded her
the face of the tournament ever since. Alistair wasn’t surprised that the Macaslans would stoop
to such desperate grabs for attention. His grandmother had always described them as the
bottom-feeders of the seven families, willing to use unsavory methods for even a taste of power.
But the Macaslan girl’s designer handbag and pretty face didn’t give the impression of someone
who would have to fight for attention.At their words, several of the cursechasers stared, and the
Macaslan girl cleared her throat and turned her back to them.“Well, I don’t care what people
think of me,” she said. But Alistair disagreed. No one wore heels to a dive bar if they didn’t care
about their reputation. “The evening news already called me and the Lowe champion rivals.
Because I’m the one who’s going to win.”The tipsy girl rolled her eyes. “The Lowes haven’t even
announced their champion yet. Whoever they are, they mustn’t be that impressive.”As the
bartender slid Alistair his drinks, Alistair fantasized about how quickly the Macaslan champion’s
confident expression would fall when he held out his hand, a ring glowing on his knuckles and
charged with a curse, and showed her exactly how impressive he was.But there would be time
for that once the tournament began.Still, as he turned around, pints in both hands, he met the
Macaslan girl’s eyes. They held gazes for a moment, assessing each other. But not wanting to be
recognized, he walked away.At the pinball machine, Hendry took the offered glass and shook his
head. “I thought you’d start something.” A spell shimmered around his ears—a Listen In,
probably. “I’m glad you didn’t.”“Maybe I should’ve.” Alistair took a sip and smiled despite himself.
He shouldn’t be excited for the tournament, but he’d been groomed for it since his childhood.
And he was ready to win.“No, definitely not. What is it you say about our family? ‘Grins like
goblins. They’ll tear your throat and drink your soul’? You can’t help yourself. You have no
restraint.” Although it sounded like Hendry was scolding him, his smirk said otherwise.“Says the
one who brought a high magick spellstone to a dive bar.”“Someone has to watch out for you,”
Hendry murmured, repeating Alistair’s exact words from earlier.Alistair scoffed and turned his
attention to the pinball machine. Its artwork resembled the fairy tales he’d grown up with: A
prince rescuing a princess from a castle, a knight riding into battle, a witch laughing over a
cauldron. And Alistair’s favorite, the dragon, its mouth open in a snarl—worth one hundred points
if the pinball struck its fangs.While Alistair inserted a coin into the slot, Hendry sighed and
changed the subject. “I had a dream today—”“Typically, one has them at night—”“—while
napping in the graveyard.” Despite his charm and freckled nose, Hendry was still a Lowe. He had
a little villain in him. The Lowe family graveyard was his favorite place, full of vague, unnerving
epitaphs for those who’d died young—even excluding the tournament, their family had a
surprisingly large amount of tragedy in its history. “In the dream, you really were a
monster.”Alistair snorted and mashed the game’s buttons. “What did I look like?”“Oh, you looked
the same.”“Then what made me a monster?”“You were collecting the spellrings of dead children



and hiding them in your wardrobe, cackling about souls trapped inside them.”“Don’t be
ridiculous,” Alistair said. “I’d do something like that now.”“You know, you should take a page out of
that Macaslan girl’s book and try to seem more likable. This tournament is different—the curse
isn’t a secret anymore. I mean, look at all these tourists! In Ilvernath! If you plan to survive, you’ll
need alliances with other champions. Partnerships with spellmakers. You’ll need the world’s
favor.”Alistair looked at his brother intensely. Hendry was breaking their unspoken rule not to
discuss the tournament, and it wasn’t like him to be so serious. Besides, it didn’t matter that A
Tradition of Tragedy had turned Ilvernath’s peculiar red moon and its bloody history into a global
scandal. The Lowes had their pick of spellmakers lining up to offer Alistair their wares.
Misfortune had a way of finding those who defied the Lowe family—their grandmother’s
notorious curses made certain of that.“Are you worried about me?” Alistair asked.“Of
course.”“The family isn’t.”“I’m your big brother. I have to worry about you.”Alistair’s first instinct, as
always, was to crack a joke. But confident or not, it was difficult to find humor in the
tournament.Kill or be killed. It was a somber affair.Alistair’s fear wasn’t for his life, but for his
mind. Even the most villainous Lowe victors left the tournament changed, broken. But Alistair
refused to accept such a fate. No matter how brutal, how terrible he’d need to be, he couldn’t let
himself care. Not about the other champions. Not about his soul.He needed to become the most
villainous of them all.He was still debating how to respond to Hendry when he was tapped on
the shoulder.“We’ve never met before,” said the Macaslan girl as Alistair abandoned his game
and turned around. Her words weren’t a statement—they were an accusation. The other townies
and cursechasers behind her whispered, their wide eyes fixed on the two boys who’d drawn the
local Macaslan celebrity’s attention.Hendry flashed his sunlight smile and held out his hand.
“We’re not from here. We came to see if the book was true. That Blood Moon really is
something.”His smile proved ineffective against the girl, who didn’t return it. Her gaze dropped to
his outstretched hand, to the rings with crystal spellstones dotting his fingers. “Sharma, Aleshire,
Walsh, Wen,” she said. “How impressive that, as a tourist, you’ve managed to purchase from half
the spellmakers in town.”Hendry withdrew his hand and laughed awkwardly. “Impressive you can
identify a spellring’s maker simply by looking at it.”He elbowed Alistair in the side for him to say
something. Unfortunately, despite their grandmother’s warnings about exposing themselves,
Alistair had little desire to keep up the charade. The cursechasers were going to stare anyway—
he might as well give them something to look at.Grins like goblins. Alistair smiled.“What would it
take for you to leave us alone?” he asked, even though he hoped she’d do the opposite.The girl
crossed her arms. “Your names.”Pale as plague and silent as spirits.Alistair took a threatening
step closer, though she stood taller than him in her heels. He liked that. “I’d like to know
yours.”He held out his hand.“I’m Isobel Macaslan,” she told him firmly.They’ll tear your throat and
drink your soul.She grabbed his hand and shook. Her touch was cold, but his was colder.“I
believe you called me your rival.”A curse shot from one of his rings to her wrist, twisting and
slithering its way up her arm like a snake. Its teeth sank into her neck, leaving two puncture
marks above her collarbone. Her ivory skin instantly swelled violet.She gasped and jolted back,



her hand covering her wound. But rather than shout at him, Isobel regained her composure in
moments, turning discomfort into a wicked smile. It made her look unfairly attractive. “Then it’s
my pleasure, Alistair Lowe.”Alistair felt a pinch on his wrist. He frowned down at the mark over his
pulse point: white lips. The mark of the Divining Kiss.It wasn’t a curse, like what he’d placed on
her. It was worse. She’d looked into his mind and plucked out his name. A cunning, clever spell.
What else had she learned? A twinge of embarrassment gripped his chest, but he quickly
swallowed that feeling down.She can’t have learned much, he thought. Otherwise, she’d be
afraid.Isobel smiled smugly. “Maybe it’s you who should be afraid of me.”Alistair swore silently. Of
course the spell hadn’t ended yet.And with that, she left, heels clicking on the tiled floor. Alistair
stared as she disappeared out the door, strangely disappointed to see her go. Their nighttime
excursions were rarely so entertaining.Once she left, Alistair felt the gazes of the room hot
against his skin, and he suddenly wished he hadn’t worn such a heavy sweater. He heard a few
of their whispers: “terrible,” “heartless,” “cruel.” Beneath the smoke-hazy neon lights, those words
felt more real than their family’s usual bedtime stories. Harsher. He tried not to flinch.Hendry
pursed his lips. “The Asp’s Fang? She’ll be unwell for days, and she’s another champion.” His
brother shot him a wary look. “Some might call that cheating.”Alistair shrugged and finished his
beer. Unlike Isobel, he genuinely didn’t care what the world thought of him. “She saw it coming,
otherwise she wouldn’t have shaken my hand.” He tugged his sleeve to conceal the spellmark
she’d left on him. Though he’d never have dreamed it, there might be another champion as
cunning as he was. Almost.“You are a monster.” Hendry swallowed the dregs of his glass and
hiccuped. “Rotten to the core.”Even though Alistair knew his brother was joking, he suddenly
was no longer in the mood to laugh. “I’m blushing.”“You’re absurd.”“You’re drunk.” And from one
pint of ale, no less.When Alistair turned, he came face-to-face with the bright flash of a
disposable camera clutched in the greasy fingers of a cursechaser.Rage surged through him.
The world hadn’t paid Ilvernath a passing thought for hundreds of years. Not its bizarre natural
phenomena. Not its whispered fairy tales. Not the blood splattered across the secret pages of its
history.Until now.“I hate that fucking book,” Alistair growled. Then he seized Hendry by the
shoulders and steered him out of the bar. If that photo was in the papers tomorrow, his
grandmother would kill him.It must’ve been the fury in Alistair’s tone that made Hendry stop once
they were outside.“Al,” he said in a low voice. “If you ever want to talk about the tournament—
really talk about it—I’m here. I’ll listen.”Alistair swallowed. The Lowes had prepared Alistair for
this tournament his entire life, cultivated fear and fostered ruthlessness, teaching a child to twist
the stories that scared him into ones he told about himself. They didn’t accept weakness from a
champion. Hendry was—and had always been—Alistair’s only confidante.Alistair wanted to win
the tournament for many reasons. He wanted to survive, of course. He wanted to make his family
proud. He wanted to return to his brother for nights like this one, drunken pinball and shared
secrets at a local pub, pretending to live the life of normalcy they’d never had.But most of all, he
hated to imagine his brother grieving him. They had never been without each other.“I will talk to
you,” Alistair murmured. “But not tonight.” There was no need to spoil a rare night of freedom.



Especially when it could be their last.“If that’s what you want,” Hendry answered.Alistair grinned
mischievously. “What I want is another round. Let’s find another pub, with fewer tourists.”And so,
two hours later, their heads buzzing, the white kiss still stained on Alistair’s wrist, the Lowe
brothers returned home to their bleak estate.Each one, in very different ways, dreamed of
death.ISOBEL MACASLANThough it was seven great families who originally founded the
tournament, it’s important to remember—that was a long time ago. Not all of them have
remained great.A Tradition of TragedyThe funeral party flocked around the grave as the
pallbearers lowered the casket into the earth. The weather was dreary and damp, heeled shoes
sinking into mud, the grass field trodden and flooded, black umbrellas raised skyward. Funerals
in Ilvernath were solemn, traditional affairs of veils and pearls and handkerchiefs. Families had
lived here so long that many had designated burial grounds, where descendants could be
entombed beside their ancestors.Atop the hill overlooking the graveyard, the Macaslan family
watched, licking their lips.The Macaslans were a vile lot—stringy red hair, bulging purple veins,
reeking of the most expensive yet repulsive cologne money could buy. There was no funeral in
Ilvernath they didn’t attend, but it wasn’t to pay their respects.They came to collect.Before
common or high magick was sealed in a spellring or a cursering, it was considered raw. And raw
magick was a tricky thing to find. It could appear at random: in the accidental shattering of a
mirror, tucked into the pages of dusty books, dancing in a clover patch the hour after dawn.
Nowadays, much of it was mass produced, farmed and bottled like high-fructose corn syrup,
sprinkled as a primary ingredient in everything from lipstick to household cleaners. But not so
much in Ilvernath, where the old ways stubbornly continued on.Isobel Macaslan examined the
raw common magick shimmering white across the graveyard, like glitter caught in rain. People
had magick inside them, too. And when someone was laid to rest, that life magick dispersed. If
left uncollected, the wind picked it up and carried it away, where it would later nestle itself into
forgotten places.It was a beautiful scene.Isobel was trying her hardest not to vomit.She rubbed
the two puncture marks at the base of her neck, where the Asp’s Fang had bitten her. Her
stomach had quaked all morning. A healing spell would cure her, but she refused to waste
magick on Alistair Lowe.She smiled, remembering the frowning, irritated photo of Alistair in this
morning’s edition of the Ilvernath Eclipse. Or even better: the fury on his face when she’d peeked
into his mind. He had no idea how much she’d uncovered.She knew about the crossword kept in
his pocket, about the single word he couldn’t guess that had irritated him all day (the word was
“elixir,” Isobel had realized almost instantly). He compared himself to a monster because of the
stories his mother had told him as a child, the ones that still made him shiver. He’d found her
attractive, and she wondered what he must’ve thought of the white kiss her spell had left on his
skin, in the shape of her own lips.Not that she’d uncovered his every mystery, only his thoughts
floating at the surface.But even if Isobel wanted to call last night a victory, there was only one
victory that mattered. A victory the whole world expected the Lowe champion to claim.And she
had made herself his target.“You look nervous,” her father commented from beside her. He had a
coarse, raspy voice from decades of smoking, and his brittle fingernails dug into her skin as he



placed his hand on her shoulder. “You have nothing to be nervous about.”“I know,” Isobel said,
forcing false confidence into her tone. She was good at that.“You’re the most powerful champion
our family has seen in generations,” he reminded her for what felt like the thousandth time. “And
this afternoon, you’ll secure an alliance with the town’s most respected cursemaker.”Isobel
wished she shared her father’s optimism. But ever since A Tradition of Tragedy was published
last year, her life had crumbled. Isobel had never wanted to be champion. Yet the newspapers
had named her one eleven months ago without her family’s knowledge, and long before any of
the other competitors. Seemingly overnight, Isobel was crowned Ilvernath’s murderous
sweetheart. Reporters started camping outside both of her parents’ houses for the chance of a
scandalous photograph. Her prep school classmates had dumped her like she was last season’s
trend. And the one friend she’d thought would understand more than anyone had betrayed her,
then transferred schools just to get away from her Macaslan stench.At the funeral, the white
shimmering of raw common magick grew brighter in the air surrounding the grave, dissipating
like a sigh across the field.The Macaslans waited until the mourners had scattered before
scuttling down the hill. A few stragglers watched them angrily as they worked—most of them the
deceased’s loved ones. One woman in a sleek black pantsuit hovered away from the crowd,
assessing Isobel in particular. Maybe it was because of the contrast between her family’s gaudy
clothes and Isobel’s patent leather miniskirt. Or maybe the woman was a reporter.Isobel ignored
them all as she coaxed a twinkling of magick into a flask. She sealed it inside, warm and
humming.“You shouldn’t be here,” another woman growled behind her.Isobel turned to face one
of the mourners. The woman hugged her arms to herself and glared at Isobel. Mascara ran down
her cheeks.Isobel pursed her lips. Of all the unpleasant methods her family employed to collect
magick, funerals were by far the worst. Most considered the collection of raw magick from a
burial unthinkable, but to the Macaslans, it was simply pragmatic. It wasn’t as though the dead
were using it anymore.Isobel glanced at her relatives, hoping they might intercede for her.
Truthfully, Isobel had rarely attended these family gatherings until recently. But they were all too
busy to notice the confrontation.“I’m sorry,” Isobel told her, “but—”“You’re a bloody scavenger is
what you are. All of you.”At that, the woman stormed away, and Isobel squeezed her silver locket
in her fist, the one she always wore tucked beneath her blouse. Beneath her primer and long-
wear foundation, Isobel’s skin remained painfully thin.The town’s scorn had been easier to
swallow before that book. Before strangers spray-painted obscenities on Isobel’s front doors.
Before photographs of her taking out the rubbish became tabloid fodder.But Isobel was the
strongest champion the Macaslans had raised in hundreds of years.And she wouldn’t be
ashamed of doing what it took to survive.To win.The MacTavish cursemaker shop was in the
roughest part of town, full of repurposed factories and condemned tenement complexes. Isobel’s
heels slipped awkwardly between the cobblestones as she walked beside her father to the door.
The store had nothing to mark its name, only an orange neon sign of a dragonfly in the window,
dull in the afternoon light.“Are you sure this is it?” she asked. The other spellmakers in town had
cleaner, more fashionable storefronts, with spellstones glittering in elegant displays in their



windows.Everyone in the world used magick, but the average person typically bought brand-
name spells at department stores or patronized local spellmakers rather than craft
enchantments themselves. Spellmaking families had their own dynasties and secrets, passed
down from parent to child for centuries, bits of knowledge collected from all over the world. The
spellmakers in Ilvernath might not directly participate, but they, too, played a vital role in the
tournament.The Glamour Inquirer called them the arms dealers.Since Isobel’s mother was a
respected spellmaker herself, she’d already volunteered to supply Isobel with all her spells for
the tournament. But to secure victory, Isobel would also need curses—enchantments designed
to do harm. And her mother had no specialty in those.The MacTavishes, however, were the best
cursemakers in Ilvernath.“This shop has been here for over six hundred years,” her father
answered.“Yes.” Isobel eyed the splintered doorframe. “It looks it.”Before they could enter, a van
pulled up behind them. The window rolled down, revealing a man with a video camera. Isobel
swore under her breath. She was never free.“Isobel!” he called. “I’m with SpellBC News.
Securing Reid MacTavish as a sponsor would be a big win for any champion. Is that why you’re
here today?”“This isn’t a good time,” she said.“Oh, come on,” her father told her, smoothing down
the lapels of his imported pin-striped suit. “Smile for the camera. Give the man his story.”When
Isobel had accidentally found herself in the spotlight last year, her family had seized on it, hoping
that her fame would garner her more spellmaker support. And so Isobel grinned through gritted
teeth.“I’m visiting the MacTavishes today to discuss a sponsorship, yes,” she told the reporter.
“And I hope I’ll earn it. That’s all—”“Don’t be modest,” her father cut in. “You’ll earn it.”“Do you
have any comment on Alistair Lowe’s picture in the papers this morning? For months, he’s been
called your rival, but with only thirteen days remaining until your face-off, what do you—”“My
daughter doesn’t have anything to fear from him, or anyone else,” her dad said. “Put that in your
story.”Ready to be done with the interview, Isobel swiveled on her heel and entered the store.
Inside, too, it was unlike most other spellshops, where counters gleamed, petty class one and
two stones were heaped high in porcelain bowls and last season’s spells were discarded to the
clearance section. This place was so dimly lit she needed to squint, and everywhere was
cluttered with scrolls, quills, trinkets, and dust. She hugged her purse to herself to keep it from
scraping any surfaces and spritzed some peony perfume in the air to help conceal the smell of
moldy paper.A fair-skinned young man sat at the desk, poring over a leather-bound grimoire of
divination spells. He wore more than a dozen necklaces, each covered with oval-cut spellrings
whose stones had cracked, leaving them unglowing and empty. His clothes were black and
looked thrifted, matching his dark and unwashed, unstyled hair. He would’ve been attractive if he
wore less eyeliner.Isobel cleared her throat. “Do you work here? We’re looking for Reid
MacTavish.”He lifted his head and smiled insincerely. “That would be me.”She hadn’t expected
him to be so young, only a couple years older than herself. He didn’t look like any of her mother’s
spellmaker colleagues, and she wasn’t embarrassed by her mistake. If he wanted people to take
him seriously, he should’ve removed his tongue piercing.“You must be Cormac Macaslan.” He
reached out an ink-stained hand to her father, who shook it a bit too eagerly. “And you must be



the famous Isobel.”“The media adores Isobel. They can’t get enough of her.” Her father patted
her back. “When we spoke on the phone, you said to come with raw magick. So we have. More
than enough for the recipe we discussed.”The Roach’s Armor. It was an old spell passed down in
the Macaslan family, and it protected the caster temporarily from death. It wasn’t infallible, but it
was powerful. And very traditional. Every Macaslan champion obtained the spell.Not that it had
done her predecessors much good. Isobel’s family hadn’t won the tournament in thirteen
generations.“I can have it ready in an hour,” Reid said, “if you’re willing to wait.”“We certainly are,”
her father answered. “You have a fascinating collection here.” He scanned the rings piled
carelessly on the countertop. They were distinctive—more of those oval-cut spellstones set in
twisted, well-worked metal. The MacTavishes liked people to know their curses when they saw
them.After greedily examining one particular ring a moment longer, her father set it down and
handed Reid their flasks of raw magick, collected from all the dearly departed of Ilvernath over
the past week. Isobel unclasped her locket and handed it to him, as well. “Isobel, why don’t you
watch Reid craft the spell? It’ll be good study for you. Unless … Reid, do you mind?”“Not at all,”
he said swiftly, professionally.Isobel and her father had planned for this moment—this was why
they’d patronized a cursemaker for a spell in the first place. She rubbed her lips together to
ensure her lipstick still looked good. She could do this.Isobel followed Reid through a pair of
black velvet curtains to a cramped workroom behind the main shop. He riffled through cabinets
full of empty crystal spellstones while Isobel hovered awkwardly in the corner.“Do you own the
shop?” Isobel asked.“I do,” he responded tersely. He placed a wooden spellboard on his desk,
built from a lustrous mahogany wood and engraved with a septogram. Spellboards created an
energy field that directed raw magick into the crystals.“For how long?”“Since my father died. You
should know. You were at the funeral.”Her smile faltered, but only for a moment. “Yes, I’m sorry
about that,” she said, though she had no memory of any of the town’s specific funerals. Since her
family had started dragging her to them, she’d learned to block the details out. “I’ve heard good
things about your father, and your family.”Reid only responded with a noncommittal grunt. She
edged closer, peering over his shoulder. On each point of the septogram, Reid had placed the
revolting ingredients for the Roach’s Armor, including a single vertebra, a molted cicada
exoskeleton, a handful of thistle, a clump of iron ore, a tablespoon of grave dirt, a fly’s wing, and
an unearthed burial shroud. Her family made a habit of relying on the sort of spells that required
resources no one else wanted to touch. Isobel’s locket lay open at the spellboard’s center,
exposing the white crystal within.Next, Reid popped open the corks on each of the containers of
raw magick. The radiant white speckles hovered inside, still as starlight, as though not wanting to
be disturbed. Carefully, he coaxed the magick out—a stroke around the mouth of the flask, a
gentle word whispered so close that his breath fogged against the glass.Gradually, the magick
poured out over the septogram, a whole cluster of fireflies illuminating the otherwise dimly lit
room. Once each container had been emptied, Reid leaned down and kissed the spellboard, as
was common with preparing any spells or curses involving death. At once, the magick began to
stir.“I don’t like people hovering over me as I work,” he said curtly.Even though Isobel had crafted



enchantments countless times herself, she was so transfixed watching him that it took her
several seconds to realize that he’d spoken to her.“You said I could watch,” she said.“You’re not
here to watch.”As she’d feared, her father had been overly optimistic to expect an alliance with
Reid.Still, unwilling to give up so easily—especially after her father proclaimed such confidence
to the evening news—Isobel scanned the room for some other topic of conversation. Her eyes
fell on a paperback at the corner of his shelves, the spine worn from excessive use.“A Tradition
of Tragedy,” she read, fighting to keep her voice bubbly when the words left a sour taste in her
mouth. “You don’t see many Ilvernath locals with that.”“An Ilvernath local wrote it,” Reid pointed
out.“A Grieve wrote it,” she corrected. That hardly counted; the Grieve family was a joke.“Do you
disapprove of them airing Ilvernath’s dirty laundry?”Isobel knew she should be playing polite, but
it was hard to rein in her opinions where that book was concerned. “It’s disrespectful. And just
when all the publicity settled down, the Blood Moon showed up. Now the city is crowded with
even more protestors shouting at us, reporters bothering us, cursechasers gawking at us
—”“You’re one to talk. I saw the show you gave out there for that reporter.”Isobel tried not to
cringe. “Well, it doesn’t mean I approve of us being a spectacle.”“Every twenty years, we send
seven teenagers into a massacre and reward the one who comes out with the most blood on
their hands,” Reid said flatly, still facing his work. “You should be more concerned about us being
despicable.”Isobel would never have expected to hear someone from the city’s most reputable
cursemaking family criticize the tournament. The MacTavishes had made a living off causing
harm to others, pushing the boundaries of their country’s strict cursemaking legislation. They
were among the few besides the competing families who’d known about the tournament before
the book’s release. This might have been business to them, but it was tradition, too. Something
to be proud of.At least, that was what her father had told her last winter, when her relatives had
named her champion.What do you mean you don’t want to? he’d scolded, despite her tears. It’s
your duty, Isobel. So what if the media found out a little early? Finally, we have a champion who
can make this family proud.“Then why are you making me that curse?” Isobel asked Reid,
shaking away the unpleasant memory. “You know I plan to use it in the tournament.”“I never
claimed not to be despicable, too.”This struck Isobel as an unsettling answer, but before she
could press him further, he added, “You’re not the first champion to visit me. I’ve already met with
Carbry Darrow and Elionor Payne. Carbry’s family knows more than anyone about past
tournaments. Elionor delayed attending university specifically to become champion. And
whoever wins the Thorburn title will have beaten scores of competitors before the tournament
even starts. Yet you’re the one the newspapers rave the most about. Why might that be?”It was
because after the media latched on to Isobel, her family started selling them stories.
Photographs of her casting complex spells. Report cards from as far back as primary school.
Even quotes from her father about what it was like to raise a gifted child.“Because I’m capable,”
Isobel answered.“Every champion announced so far has been capable.”“I’m top of my class. I’m
a better spellcaster and spellmaker than any of them.”Reid didn’t respond.She tried hard to find
something else to talk about, some other reason to linger in the room. A yellowed grimoire rested



on the opposite end of the counter. Curious, Isobel opened it to a random page, to a recipe for a
death curse called the Reaper’s Embrace. She’d never heard of it before. She traced her fingers
across the faded instructions, squinting as she deciphered it.The text claimed that the curse
killed its victim gradually … and definitively. The enchantment ranked at the highest class of all
spells and curses—class ten. Isobel already owned countless mid-class death curses her family
had bought for her for the tournament, but they were easily defended against with shield spells.
Powerful curses were hard to come by, even for the right price.“A locket with a spellstone
embedded inside. How old-fashioned,” Reid commented. “Where did you get it?”“My mother
gave it to me.” It had been passed down on the other side of her family, most of whom lived in
larger cities down south. Sometimes Isobel forgot that a world existed outside of Ilvernath, a
world full of enchantments and stories of its own.“A bit elegant for a Macaslan, don’t you think?”
He turned around and locked eyes with her. Isobel’s hand froze over the page for the Reaper’s
Embrace, but with so much clutter in the room, Reid didn’t seem to notice she’d snooped
through his things.“Tell me, princess.” He sneered. Isobel stiffened at the nickname. Unlike the
children of more respected tournament families, Isobel hadn’t had the luxury of growing up with
fairy tales. “If you won, do you really think that your family would wield high magick any better
than the Lowes?”The next time the Blairs or Thorburns call us leeches, her father had said in his
usual throaty rasp, they’ll be sorry. It’s our turn to taste true power again.“Anyone is better than
the Lowes,” Isobel said, dodging the question.Reid’s laugh sounded hollow. “But haven’t you
come here to ask me to choose you?”“I did, but you won’t.”“At least you Macaslans don’t bullshit.
I’ll give you that.”Isobel had already braced herself for disappointment, yet it hurt all the same.
Reid had made up his mind long before she’d set foot in his shop.“Then if not me, who will you
choose?” she asked.Reid turned back around to the spellboard, apparently annoyed by her
question. “Seven rotten families in an insignificant city, fighting over the most powerful magic left
in the world. Why do any of you deserve it?”Isobel didn’t have an answer for him, just like she
hadn’t had an answer for the countless reporters who’d asked her the same question. She
thought her family was rotten, too.What have we been raising you for, if you abandon your flesh
and blood the moment we need you?“Thank you for letting me watch,” Isobel said, her voice
masking the sound of her ripping the Reaper’s Embrace from the grimoire and slipping the page
into her purse.GAVIN GRIEVEMy family is proof that even depressing stories need a
punchline.A Tradition of TragedyCallista Grieve did not wear white to her wedding. She wore
black, and she wore it with pride, because the silky, ashen skirts of her wedding gown proved
that from that day forward, she would be a Grieve no longer.Gavin watched her gliding down the
aisle from his place at the front of the Ilvernath banquet hall, feeling tawdry and foolish in his
hand-me-down suit and with his blond hair combed flat. Other members of tournament families
in Ilvernath would only surrender their last name for the most valuable of wedding alliances. But
Callista had spent her entire life longing for the day she could abandon hers.Gavin couldn’t
blame her.Fergus, their thirteen-year-old brother, fidgeted beside him. Gavin delivered a swift
kick to the back of his calf to remind him to stop slouching. The crowd behind them wouldn’t



hesitate to mock their family’s smallest mishap or embarrassment, and though most of the
Grieves were long past caring about Ilvernath’s low opinion of them, Gavin wasn’t. He’d do
everything in his power to make sure this wedding didn’t give the town another reason to laugh
at them.The chairs were filled with Grieves and Paynes—mostly Paynes. There was a pun to be
made there, but no one would have been amused. It would’ve been easy to tell the families apart
even if they hadn’t been seated on opposite sides of the banquet hall. The Grieves were a tiny,
bitter bloodline, and each sat slumped in their seat while the Paynes’ postures were ramrod
straight.The Grieves looked anxious. The Paynes looked disdainful. Callista looked radiant.The
groom, Roland Payne, seemed like he was a moment away from losing his lunch beneath the
elaborate floral archway.All things considered, it was one of the Grieve family’s less depressing
weddings.The bride reached the end of the aisle, where Gavin’s father effectively pushed her at
Roland. At the end of the ceremony, Gavin kept an eye on the crowd as Callista wrapped her
arms around the groom’s neck and went in for a kiss. He caught a few judgmental looks from the
Paynes and the thin row of other townsfolk in the back of the room, but nobody voiced their
displeasure.Light streamed in through the banquet hall windows as Callista and Roland
retreated down the aisle, arm in arm. Gavin watched them go, the tension in his stocky shoulders
finally easing.Because children born of parents from two tournament families could only be
named champion of one, the competing families in Ilvernath considered marriage a game, a way
to engineer powerful alliances with one another in their pursuit of high magick. By marrying into
another family, one spouse would forfeit their name and accept the other’s. Callista was
effectively abandoning ship. Because in the centuries of the tournament, no Grieve had ever won
it. And Gavin’s family had long since given up trying.Gavin, on the other hand, had no choice but
to care. He was the champion, mostly by default—Callista was too old, and Fergus was his
mother’s favorite because he wasn’t embarrassed to be a Grieve. Nobody loved Gavin enough
to protect him from the impending slaughter. So he’d learned long ago to rely on himself. He
earned top marks in his classes and spent his weekends at the gym, training for the strength and
endurance he’d need in the tournament.He was capable of greatness. But only he could see
it.Outside the banquet hall, the weather was dreary, clouds pressing down at the edges of the
horizon. After exiting with the other guests, Gavin narrowed his eyes, the muddy green of a
cheap glass bottle, and gazed at the massive stone pillar that stood in the center of the square,
at least three meters tall. Jagged crystals jutted out from it like teeth, with hundreds of names
carved up and down its face. Every competitor in Ilvernath’s history had etched their name into
the Champions Pillar on the night their tournament began. Upon their death, a strike appeared
through their carving.Every single Grieve name was struck out.That was his family’s legacy:
centuries of forgotten children buried facedown, as was customary with dead champions. A
legacy the entire world was now intimately familiar with, thanks to A Tradition of Tragedy.Gavin
eyed the reporters and cursechasers who gawped at the edge of the square. They’d grown
bolder each day since the arrival of the Blood Moon. At first they’d flocked to the Grieves,
because the anonymous author of the book had identified themself as someone from Gavin’s



family. But soon the media had moved on to flashier champions, more scandalous stories.
Gavin, however, remained focused on the book, the details in its pages that only a member of
the tournament families could’ve known. He’d spent the past year reading and rereading it, trying
to figure out who in his family was resentful enough to put them all at risk. He still wasn’t sure, but
he had his suspicions, and she happened to be beaming beside her brand-new husband.High
magick wasn’t just a curiosity for tourists. Common magick might’ve been formidable in the right
hands, but high magick was the purest essence of power, the resource that had shaped so
much of the world’s history. Gavin had learned about it in school—the king who’d wielded it to
completely annihilate a rebel army; the brave spellcasters who’d used it to quell an
earthquake.And the world had thought it was used up, gone.Until now.The morning after the
book’s publication, the Kendalle Parliament had summoned Gavin’s parents and grandparents
for questioning. They’d returned from their interrogations visibly shaken. All Gavin had managed
to pry out of them was that the Prime Minister had decided against executing every member of
the tournament families in order to break the curse. Not only was it already too public for such
brutality, but it would mean Ilvernath’s high magick could be used by anyone. And though the
government didn’t relish letting a bunch of child-murderers keep this power, seven families were
far easier to control than the whole world.Across the square, Elionor, the Payne champion,
posed for a throng of reporters and photographers who clamored for her attention. She was a
study in contrasts, with her dyed-black hair against paper-white skin and deep blue
eyes.“Elionor!” called a man on her left. “Is it true you can craft class six curses?”“Of course I
can,” she said. “As can any true competitor in the tournament.”Resentment built in Gavin’s throat.
He could only manage class five.“Elionor! Elionor—over here!”The girl turned, her spellstone ear
gauges glimmering in the light of a camera flash. It was a wholly unnecessary way of carrying
enchantments around, although the reporters seemed to eat up Elionor’s choice in edgy
accessories. She was clearly making a play for Isobel Macaslan’s crown as the media’s favorite
champion—as if public opinion would matter once the Blood Veil fell. Perhaps she thought it
would help her with spellmaker sponsorships.Nobody cared enough about Gavin to take any
pictures of him. His announcement had gone public that morning, a profile in the Ilvernath
Eclipse that had been embarrassingly sparse—declaring him as the fourth member of what the
tabloids had dubbed the “Slaughter Seven.” It didn’t matter that he was acing his classes or that
he could deadlift 140 kilos. He was still a Grieve.He was storming down the sidewalk away from
the reporters when a voice rang out from behind him.“You,” someone said brusquely. “Young
Grieve.”Gavin turned. The man had peeled off from a clique of people Gavin recognized as local
spellmakers. Among them was Bayard Attwater, a pale and elderly man with a pretentious
monocle. There was Fang Wen, who wore an intricate spellstone pin in her long black hair. And
Diana Aleshire, a woman with dark skin and a designer purse whose shop downtown rivaled the
size of a department store.Gavin knew them all well. After all, he’d visited each one of their
shops, and they had all turned him away.Gavin could craft crude spells himself, in the same way
he could, theoretically, sew his own clothes. But he needed far better equipment if he wanted to



stand any chance once the Blood Veil fell. The tournament lasted either three months or until
only one champion remained—whichever came first. Grieves rarely lasted longer than a week. A
spellmaker agreeing to support him would help solve that problem. Make him able to compete
with the likes of Elionor and Isobel.Unfortunately, no spellmaker would sponsor a Grieve.“Yes?”
Gavin said warily, but also hopefully.“Osmand Walsh, of Walsh Spellmaking,” the man said
grandly, extending a hand. Gavin caught a whiff of cigar smoke and gin as he shook it. Osmand
Walsh was large and ostentatiously dressed in a lavender suit, tufts of gray hair sprouting above
his ears that were strategically combed over the bald spot on his skull. “You are your family’s
champion, are you not?”“I am.” Gavin didn’t miss the mocking way he’d said champion.“Then
you should know,” said Osmand Walsh, his pink face reddening slightly, “that there are rules
about how to conduct yourself in the weeks leading up to the tournament.”“Excuse me?” Gavin
was suddenly reminded of his schoolyard bullies, whose taunting had come in many forms, who
had only stopped when he’d grown strong enough to curse them back.“You cannot simply march
into my shop and ask for an alliance. Our clientele expect a certain sort of experience in our
store, and having you there, interrupting them? Well, you must understand the impression it
leaves. No spellmaker has ever allied with your family. Do you really think we’d start now, after
you’ve dragged our city through the mud?”Fury boiled through Gavin. He focused on the
spellstone on his left middle finger.The Devil’s Maw would glue Osmand Walsh’s tongue to the
bottom of his mouth, making all speech incredibly painful for a day. It would do nicely for a man
who was so carelessly cruel with his words, even if Osmand would certainly curse him back.Yet
Gavin forced his fist to uncurl. He couldn’t do this here, not at his sister’s wedding. Winning the
tournament would be its own revenge.“Of course I understand,” Gavin said, as politely as he
could manage, and then stomped away. He tried to block it all out, all the people, all the noise. It
was the only way he could think of to stay calm.Which was why, when the fight broke out, it took
Gavin a few seconds to realize that his little brother had been the one to start it.He saw the
telltale white glimmer of spellcasting from the corner of his eye and turned in time to see Fergus
launch himself at a dark-haired Payne cousin on the mossy banquet hall steps, in full view of
everyone, magick forgotten in favor of good, old-fashioned fists.“Take it back!” Fergus hollered,
gripping the lapels of the boy’s suit.“Your sister’s no Payne,” the other boy said, his voice dripping
with scorn. “And she never will be.”Fergus tackled the Payne cousin with a wordless howl, and
they tumbled onto the curb, a blur of half-cast spells and windmilling fists cleaving through the
crowd. The cursechasers watched it all with abject delight, whooping and hollering as if this were
a spectator sport. Several cameras flashed.Gavin knew when this was said and done, Ilvernath
would blame the Grieves—the same way they blamed them for the outside world’s presence. He
could see how the story would go already; a fight at a wedding, another embarrassment, another
disgrace.Unless he changed the ending.Gavin eyed the large gold signet ring on his middle
finger, set with a gaudy crystal that glowed white with common magick. All the anger of the past
few minutes coursed through him as he cast the spell inside it.It was a simple class three Hold in
Place, a generic version of the trendier Freeze Frame, but it did the job. Both boys froze from the



neck down, and wisps of white magick shimmered around them, suspending them in
stasis.“Hey!” snapped Fergus. His fair skin that matched Gavin’s own was flushed red, and a
bruise bloomed beneath his eye. “Did you do this?”“No!” The Payne cousin glared at him. “I
thought Grieves could barely even use magick.”Gavin stepped up between them and leveled his
gaze on the Payne boy. “You thought wrong.”The spell took real effort—neither boy wanted to be
restrained—but it was worth it for the reluctant respect that glimmered in their eyes. The knot in
Gavin’s chest loosened as Roland Payne took Callista’s hand and murmured something that
made her shoulders relax.Around them, all the wedding attendees seemed to let out a collective
sigh of relief, while the cursechasers seemed disappointed. Gavin cast them a disdainful glance.
Most looked like typical tourists, but there was one woman among them who stood out. She
wore a navy pantsuit, her black hair knotted into a low bun, and she was watching him. Her stare
didn’t feel malicious, exactly; it felt like an assessment. Gavin looked away, feeling strangely
exposed.He was about to unfreeze both boys, confident that their fistfight was over, when a
member of the Thorburn family hurried over to the brawl—there was no party in Ilvernath the
Thorburns weren’t invited to. She was tall and muscular, with pale pink, freckly skin and chestnut
brown hair tied in a long braid down her back. Briony Thorburn: a year behind him in Ilvernath’s
largest public secondary school. She was the captain of half their sports teams and made a
point of being everyone’s friend; just like the rest of her family, her reputation was so polished
you could see your reflection in it. The Thorburns hadn’t named their champion yet, but she was
the clear favorite.“Is there a problem?” she asked, her voice syrupy and self-assured.That was
another family trait. Thorburns loved to butt their heads in where they didn’t belong.Gavin shook
his head, glaring at the expensive spellrings adorning her hands. “I have everything under
control.”“Are you sure? I see no guarantee that the boys won’t fight again once they’re
released.”The spellring on her index finger shimmered with power.A moment later, Gavin hissed
with pain as his spell was yanked away. It was a sharp, visceral sensation, like bending back a
nail.The boys shifted from side to side. They could move again, but they weren’t lunging at each
other. Instead, they both had the same sheepish expression on their faces.“Whatever,” muttered
Fergus. “I don’t care anymore, anyway.”“Yeah,” echoed the Payne cousin. “Me neither.”A moment
later, they scampered away to rejoin their families.Gavin looked at Briony, whose smugness was
palpable. “What did you do to them?”She shrugged, practically yawned. “The Know Your Enemy
spell I cast allowed them to see the fight from the other’s perspective. They both realized they
were being foolish, so they stopped. If you studied magick more closely, perhaps you’d have a
more nuanced roster of spellstones to choose from.”Gavin felt a surge of irritation, one that only
grew as he realized that the crowd’s admiration had shifted from him to Briony.“I’m the Grieve
champion,” Gavin said hotly. “I know how to use magick.”He’d been hoping for a second flash of
respect. But instead, all he saw was pity.“Well then,” she murmured. “Good luck.”Gavin turned
from Briony’s retreating form and thought of the taunts of his schoolyard bullies, the rage on the
Payne cousin’s face, and most of all, the mocking disdain in Osmand Walsh’s voice.No
spellmaker would ever ally with a Grieve.Gavin couldn’t win this tournament solely on his own



merits. But without sponsorships, alliances, or worthwhile instruction, even he knew his
prospects were hopeless.He tilted his head up, stared into the hazy sky.In less than two weeks,
those clouds would turn the crimson color of high magick, like a red-tinged shroud draped over
Ilvernath, and the tournament would begin. The Blood Veil would lighten a little bit with every
champion’s death, until at last, when only one remained, true day and night would return and
seemingly wash all the blood away, just like that.Gavin needed to believe none of that blood
would be his own.BRIONY THORBURNThe Thorburn family loves nothing as much as they love
their own reflections.A Tradition of TragedyThe amphitheater at the edge of her family’s estate
always made Briony Thorburn feel like she was stepping onto a stage. Cracked stone benches
rose in a circle from the mossy ground dotted with wildflowers, ivy twining around the topmost
row like a shawl draped around a woman’s shoulders. Normally, the seats would be filled with
quarreling families, angry neighbors, and feuding couples, all waiting for the Thorburns to solve
their problems.But since the appearance of the Blood Moon three weeks prior, the amphitheater
had been used for something entirely different than mediation. The Thorburn family had come
together to declare a champion.At first, eighteen cousins and one sibling had stood between
Briony Thorburn and the honor of competing in the tournament. A series of physical and
magickal tests had whittled them down one by one. Now her only remaining obstacles were her
younger sister and a distant cousin—the former on the bench beside her, engrossed in a book,
the latter behind them, looking deeply apathetic.Today was their final test.Briony drummed her
fingers against her thighs. “Do you think this is the true test?” she asked Innes, her voice low.
“Keep us all waiting here until we die?”What felt like hours had passed since they’d sat down, but
the council of elders, who presided over the Thorburns’ preliminary contest for the title of
champion, had yet to arrive. Behind the cousins, the rows of Thorburns had also grown restless,
chittering nervously among themselves. Some tournament families looked alike, but hers was far
too big for that. The only qualities they all shared were a love for the spotlight and a wide,
charming smile.“I told you to bring something to entertain yourself,” said her younger sister.“I
did,” said Briony, elbowing her. “You’re here, aren’t you?”Innes smiled from behind her book. “I’m
reading.”“Fine then, I’ll read with you.” Briony moved to peer over her sister’s shoulder, but Innes
twisted away. “What? Did you cast some kind of glamour spell on a romance novel again?”
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K. A. Y., “Blood before all . . .. ALL OF US VILLAINS by Amanda Foody and Christine Lynn
Herman is a novel I got from NetGalley, and ended up buying a hardcover for my shelf as soon
as I could. By a third of the way through, I was hooked. This isn't a book I wanted to rush through,
for fear I'd miss even one comment, so I took my time. It was a book that I wanted to focus on
completely, where normally I alternate between 2-3 books at once.". . . Villainy in the modern age
was a delicate balance.Originally described as the Hunger Games, with more blood and magic,
this book was so much MORE, and I feel took things to a very original level.". . . Blood before
all . . . "In the small village of Ilvernath, seven families have long had the tradition of a blood moon
tournament, once every generation. Seven competitors were chosen, and the one that survived
had the honor of their family being in control of the last source of "high magic" that the rest of the
world thought long gone."The only part about the tournament that makes it a fairy tale is that it's
definitely gone on ever after."Only this cycle is different. Someone from the town wrote a book
just prior, telling all about the town's previously "secret" traditions."Do not judge the champions
too harshly. Survival could make villains of any of us."Seven teenagers, armed with curse/spell
stones, and their own knowledge of magical spells are pitted against each other--either until only
one remained, or three months had passed....What I enjoyed the most about this book was the
intricate characterization. Each of the seven chosen "champions", along with many other
characters, were so well fleshed out throughout the length of the novel that I never had trouble
mixing any of them up--despite the rather large cast."The nightmares had not taught him to fear
the dark. The nightmares had taught him to become it."Everything from the individual family
dynamics, the feelings of the competitors themselves, and the unique magical system was
something I couldn't get enough of. I never felt as though something was missing, although I
always wanted MORE. (This, to me, made a novel I would eagerly re-read, and one I needed to
have a physical copy of)."We're raised to call them champions, but I would argue there's a better
word: sacrifices."I know at least one other book is coming out in this series, and I can't wait for
more news on that."Monsters couldn't harm you if you were a monster, too."This was a story I
was completely captivated by, with an ending that left me screaming for more. Is there any higher
praise?Highly recommended.”

Yolanda S. Bean, “Can't Wait For The Sequel!. When I first read the description of this one - as a
sort of darker, fairy tale-esque twist on THE HUNGER GAMES, I knew that I just had to read it!
So I was thrilled to get my hands on the audio ARC! I also ended up getting a physical copy of it -
while the performance of the female reader is great, the overly dramatic rendition of the male
performer quickly became grating. I always listen to books at 2x speed, and because he didn't
regulate his own speed or volume, it gave everything an odd emphasis and was really
distracting. The sections that he narrated really made me feel like consistently like I was missing
something. I really loved the female performer, though - if only she had narrated the whole book!



I think I would only get the sequel on audio if there was a different male narrator (or none at
all).As for the story itself, I loved it! It follows a curse laid on the town of Ilvernath - where the
seven great families are cursed to provide a young champion for a fight to control the town's high
magic every 20 years. There can only be one winner and each family maintains their own
secrets and traditions for choosing their champions. The book opens just before the next cycle
of the curse begins. Four members of different families narrate throughout- Alistair Lowe, the
chosen champion of the family who most commonly wins, Gavin Grieve, a young man desperate
for his family name to be great once again, Isobel Macasalan, thrust into the spotlight first as this
is the first year that the curse fight has publicity rather than secrecy and Briony Thorburn, a
confident young woman who feels ready to win at all cost.Like many YA Fantasies, there's some
romance here - but also violence, bloodshed, and an ending that leaves the reader quite
desperate for the next installment. The world-building gets this off to a bit of a slow start and
some of the melodrama of it all does fit with the nature of the over-the-top performance of the
male narrator... But as the characters develop and grow, this becomes a much more riveting
read. There may be a few predictable turns, but there are definitely some surprises, too!I really
enjoyed this! I think this author duo works quite well together and I am really excited for the next
book. The characters are well-drawn - and I am not even sure which one I am rooting for in the
end to be the last one standing! And I think the magic of the spell-rings and curses feels fresh
and fun! I can't wait for more!”

Morgan Stokes, “Amazing. What am I supposed to do with myself now?This is the best book I’ve
read in a while. The character development is fantastic. I feel both horrified and worried and
wishing that these characters WON’T be villains, and that’s maybe one of the most intriguing
things. Sometimes we think of ourselves as one thing when others see us as something else
entirely. We may be the heroes in our own story, but that makes us somebody else’s villain.I
cannot WAIT to see where this goes, hence the despair at there being no title and no exact
release date for the next one yet.With Reid, who is not a champion, I could definitely see
something brewing.All of the POVs are so different, and allegiances are constantly changing.If
you liked The Hunger Games, it’s true you’ll probably love this, and even though the tournament
is similar the magic system is so intriguing, and we’re seeing the tournament from multiple
perspectives.How far will they go for power, or for revenge, or for what they believe is right and
necessary??”

Marta Cox, “Easy to read but somewhat disturbing. A land under a curse, a town now infamous
for its deadly families and now it's time for the games to begin ! Seven families always vying with
each other to win and control the High Magick that has long been sought after in this world were
everything has a price. Our journey begins as the Champions of each family are chosen to
willingly enter the battlefield under the Blood Moon and quite literally take control of the magical
artefacts set loose and annihilate the opposition. Yes I do mean actually kill the other Champions



to release the land from the oppressive conditions but should history really repeat itself or could
there be another way ?We get to know some characters much more than others so you would
expect me to say it's easy to cheer for certain ones but actually I didn't find any of them
particularly likeable but that's because they have been brought up under this twisted belief that
what they do is as necessary as it's inevitable. It's very easy to dislike and revile even those who
believe they act for the best because their actions change the narrative and it's a twisted journey
as they flirt with both loyalty and change. Perhaps that is the crux of this first instalment because
as a reader I changed my opinion on certain characters as they blundered through this travesty
of tests . This is clearly aimed at those who enjoy YA fiction such as the Hunger Games but has
its own unique setting and motivation. Easy to read but no less disturbing for all that these
characters go through.”

Alex, “Brilliant!!. Already impatiently waiting for the next book!!”

Jessica Seleya, “Quick read, entertaining. "Sick as he was, he still knew which monsters were
the worst. The ones who sat before him."4 starsThis novel was selected as the first read of a
new book club. I didn't know what I was getting into with this story. I made it a point not to read
the blurb, reviews, or anything about it, so I could begin with zero expectations. For this reason,
my initial impression with the first chapter, was that the book was going to be about angsty teens
with magic. In that first chapter, Alistair seemed like a typical teenage emo/goth, trying hard to
be appear "evil" and "monstrous" - and I rolled my eyes hard.But it's really not like that, and I truly
was sucked in - from the second chapter.There are a lot of dark elements to this tale - it's
essentially an inherited death-match that seven families compete in every 20 years. Winning
allows one of those seven families to control high magick - the strongest and rarest type of
magic. To win, most families train their competitors from a young age, and send them into the
match armed with curses and spells.Seems pretty brutal.However, there was not nearly as much
killing and bloody murder as you might think there would be. Don't get me wrong, there were
gory scenes and death, but it wasn't an all-out battle royale.I would categorise the story's
protagonists as morally grey, rather than evil or villains. My favourite character was Briony, if only
because she seemed to have a challenging story line. She came to terms with herself as a
person, reflected on her past actions, acknowledged her own faults and had some character
growth. I did enjoy all of the characters though.The story is narrated from the points of view of
four protagonists, but manages not to get lost in the switching of POVs. It is character-driven,
and I think the author did a great job of portraying the differing personalities of each protagonist.
I enjoyed that there was minimal romance, as it didn't feel right to add in a new relationship or
love declarations.There are a few shocking moments and twists in this novel, which kept it
interesting. And I was surprised a few times, which is always enjoyable when reading. Things
really ramp up in the last quarter of the book, with an unexpected ending. Unexpected because
the novel was open-ended, leaving us to imagine what may have happened, and leaving room



for the second instalment. This open-endedness is not my cup of tea, and is probably what
brought my rating down from 5 stars to 4 stars.I do look forward to the next book.”

Giulia Marcelli, “Stupendo. Questo piccolo estratto promette davvero bene, penso proprio che
acquisterò il libro!”

Elisa Grassero, “Ottime condizioni. Consegna puntuale e, per la prima volta da quando acquisto
su Amazon, il libro è arrivato in ottime condizioni.Edizione bellissima.”

The book by Amanda Foody has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 538 people have provided feedback.
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